COMMITTEE MEMBERS

CLUB MEETINGS
Meetings are held on the 2nd (social) and 4th
(business) Fridays of each month at Rochedale Scout
Den. 21 Rochedale Road Rochedale

PRESIDENT
Kevin Dibble VK4ZR
VICE-PRESIDENT
Kevin Dalton VK4WA

No meetings are held on the 2nd Friday of January
or the 4th Friday of December.

SECRETARY
Peter Holtham VK4COZ

Visitors are most welcome to come along and
Sample our hospitality.

ASSIST-SECRETARY
Keith Adams VK4XAK

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS

TREASURER
Les Parker VK4SO

Subs fall due on the last day of August and must
Be paid by the 4th Friday in September
Current Standard Membership fee is $20.00
(Subject to any changes prior to 31st August)

LIBRARIAN
Peter Holtham VK4COZ
PROVIDOR
Jim Kelly VK4HJK

CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence (except for items for the Club
newsletter) should be addressed to:

REPEATER OFFICER
Kevin Dalton VK4WA

The Secretary
Brisbane Amateur Radio Club Incorporated
P.O. Box 6106
Upper MtGravatt 4122 Qld.

STATION MANAGERS (VK4BA)
HF
Bill Scheele
VK4TWS
Les Parker
VK4SO
PROJECTS CO-ORDINATORS

Club Web Site http://www.qsl.net/vk4ba

Ron Everingham

Items for the Newsletter may be sent by mail to:

VK4EV

AWARDS & QSL MANAGER
To be selected

QSP Editor
. P.O. Box 6106
Upper Mt Gravatt, 4122 Qld..

PUBLICITY & LIASON
To be selected

or, by Email to:

WICEN REPRESENTATIVES
To be selected
QSP NEWS EDITOR
Kev Dibble
VK4ZR
CLUB EQUIPMENT OFFICER
Les Parker
VK4SO
W.I.A. ACCREDITED EXAMINERS
Les Parker
VK4SO
BARCFEST COMMITTEE
Les Parker
VK4SO

vk4ba@qsl.net
Deadline is 5pm Monday prior to the 2nd Friday
Each month except January.

CLUB STATION NETS (VK4BA)
28.450 MHz. SSB Mondays 2000 hrs Local
439.950 MHz. FM Wednesdays 2000 hrs Local

WIA News Broadcasts
VK4 - Queensland
listen to local QNEWS visit us at www.wiaq.com
STATIONS REPORTING BACK TO VK1WIA:SUNDAY 9:00am (2300 UTC Saturday)
1.843 AM Brisbane Rochedale OR SSB Caboolture.
7.070 North Queensland Ingham
7.130 Brisbane Aspley
SUNDAY 9:00am
VK4 REGIONAL VHF Scan between 146.500 and 148.000 in most areas:ROCKHAMPTON (146.700)
SUNSHINE COAST (146.850)
TOOWOOMBA (146.750)
TOWNSVILLE (146.700)
MONDAY night from SOUTH EAST VK4 (7:30PM)
3.605 Brisbane Annerley
147.000 Brisbane VHF Groups repeater VK4RBN
SOCIAL EVENT
10th March 2013
Once again the Club will be having a social Event similar to the Christmas Breakup for 2012.
The Club will be supplying the sausages which will be barbecued on site.
Bread, butter and sauces will be supplied.
All that is necessary is to bring along salads etc. to go with the sausages plus any cakes or biscuits
required for desert plus any soft drinks etc. Tea and coffee will be provided.
An excellent time was had by all who attended the last social as the members and their families and
friends mixed with the others there. This was quite a contrast from previous years events when the
club members moved away from the group and left the spouses and friends to provide their own
entertainment.
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Brisbane Amateur Radio Club
Business Meeting 22nd February 2013
The official minutes have not arrived as our Secretary Peter VK4COZ has been sent to the USA as
part of his work commitment. He will be back in time for the next social meeting. He intends giving a
talk on converting a USB stick used as a TV receiver on to general VHF and UHF receiving.
The meeting was opened at 7:35pm by the President VK4ZR. Twelve members were present VK4ZR
VK4SO VK4TWS, VK4TNT, VK4ATC, VK4COZ, VK4HJK, VK4FADG, VK4OU, VK4ACG, VK2SJR,
and VK4DS plus a visitor VK4CHS
Apologies
Frank VK4XK

Special Event 8th April
RAN CBA Reunion
The Club has been asked to provide help for this special event. It is hoped that BARC can set up a
temporary station at the RSL Hall in Holland Park. We have been asked to see if we can provide a
Morse transmission during the Monday morning.
We will need assistance by a couple of club members to come along to holland park on the monday
morning to help the club to meet it's commitment.
Attached is the correspondence between the Group running the event and other amateur Groups
who may get involved.
-------- Original Message -------Subject: Fw: 2013 RANCBA National Reunion [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2013 11:52:39 +1000
From: Alan and Sonja Hellier <alsonhellier@bigpond.com>
Tony Townsend <tonytownsend1@hotmail.com>, Les Parker
To:
<parkerlf@optusnet.com.au>
Hi Tony – looks like the Week that was won’t eventuate.
We will still be getting our stuff done on Monday 9th at Holland Park
Have not had any further mail as yet.
Sonja
From: Grant McDuling
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 8:42 AM
To: Alan and Sonja Hellier
Subject: Re: Fw: 2013 RANCBA National Reunion [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Hi Alan and Sonja,
I have tried to enlist the support of the Brisbane and Ipswich radio clubs but to date have received no
response. I have even asked on of the committee members to promote it for me at a committee
meeting, but without success. So I am afraid I haven't been able to make this work. Sorry.
Kind regards
Grant
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On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 at 4:58 PM, Alan and Sonja Hellier <alsonhellier@bigpond.com> wrote:
Hi all Received this response today.
Les, Grant - note that we have been offered assistance. If we can get this thing moving, we can
take advantage of this offer to have some uniforms for the Tuesday
event as well as our original request for Monday 8th.
Les has already confirmed arrangements to set up a static display and transmitter at Holland
Park on Monday morning 8th April, and had tried to contact
the group in Ipswich, but as of Wednesday, had not heard back from them.
As time is fast running out, need some positive news asap re the set up at St Mary’s otherwise
we will go it alone.
Sonja
From: Goedecke, Jeffrey CAPT - RAN
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 7:34 AM
To: 'Alan and Sonja Hellier'
Subject: RE: 2013 RANCBA National Reunion [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

UNCLASSIFIED
Dear Alan
thanks for your email. The letter has arrived and I will respond to that shortly. It sounds like this
will be a terrific event and I look forward to participating. Some of my younger communications
sailors are quite interested and should you feel it be good for the event, I can certainly bring a
few up to participate in your festivities and be available to hear some stories of early comms
days (Waries) from the many who love to 'spin 'em'!
Thank you for the invitation to dinner and I would be most happy to contribute by saying a few
words if called upon. If there is anything in particular you would like covered, please let me
know.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course,
Regards
Jeff
J.W. GOEDECKE
CAPT RAN
Director General
Navy Communications and Information Warfare
CP4-4-047
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Ph: 02 6266 2573
Mob: 0404 042 530
Please forward all Electronic file correspondence for DGNCIW or the NCIW Branch to the
DGNCIW mailbox at dgnciw.correspondence@defence.gov.au.
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IMPORTANT: This email remains the property of the Department of Defence and is subject to
the jurisdiction of section 70 of the Crimes Act 1914. If you have received this email in error, you
are requested to contact the sender and delete the email.
From: Alan and Sonja Hellier [mailto:alsonhellier@bigpond.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 5 February 2013 19:20
To: Goedecke, Jeffrey CAPT - RAN
Subject: 2013 RANCBA National Reunion
Dear Jeff
I apologise for not writing to thank you for providing us with the history of Navy
Communications. This document has provided us with some
interesting facts, and some of it will be used by our Patron Richard Arundel when he does a
presentation at the Sea Power Conference later this
year.
By now you should have received an invitation to our Formal Dinner Function, and it is hoped
that you or your representative will be able to attend, at which
time, you may be called on to make a short speech.
Regarding your offer of some uniformed communications officers and sailors to assist with our
program, we have been a bit backward in coming forward due
mainly to our efforts to get a W/T transmission post set up at the local RSL for the BBQ on
Monday 8th April, so that those who wish can send signals to HMAS Diamantina at the Qld
Maritime Museum.
Another party has more recently become involved and is in the process of setting up an
international special c/w event to take place over the week to include our BBQ on 8th April and
the Naval Centenary Memorial Dedication on 9th April. Should this come off, we may well
require some uniforms to assist.
Since the recent floods, it has been difficult to get things moving with any haste, but hope to do
so shortly and will advise the format as soon as it is available.
Thanking you for your support
Alan Hellier
President
RANCBA (Q)
Grant McDuling
Writer
As You can see there is plenty of communication but not much has been decided as to who and what
is to take place by an Amateur Club.
Renato VK4TNT is working on a CW transmission doctored to sound like it has been sent using a
spark transmitter.
For our involvement to be a success we will need other amateurs to participate with a number of
contacts to show that the Amateur Radio Groups can achieve prearranged communication. Please let
us know if you are willing to participate in the event even if it only involves making contact with the
station set up at Holland Park on the morning.
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BC 348 Communication Receiver
Frank VK4XK has donated a World War 2 communication receiver to BARC. This receiver is in
perfect condition. It has been modified with a 240 volt power supply plus a “S” meter. It is in good
working order and even though it was made during World War 2 it is still very stable and is capable of
producing very good audio.
Please have a look at the Receiver next time you visit the Clubhouse and arrange for it to be turned
on and connected to a suitable aerial. You can then tune around the HF band and listen to the many
Short Wave stations that can be heard. The receiver was made for AM broadcasts but has a local
Beat Frequency oscillator for resolving SSB signals.

The Club Long wire Antenna
The long wire antenna at the club house was damaged in one of the strong wind storms that hit
Rochedale around Christmas. Repairs were done on the antenna one Saturday afternoon during a
Club working bee.
The wire used for the 60 metre antenna was some overhead telephone cable complete with a
galvanised draw wire plus a two pair cable. The wire was broken in a number of places when
branches fell of a couple of trees.
It was decided to remove the two pair copper cable and simply rejoin the galvanised iron draw wire.
The joins were twisted together and with great difficulty soldered together to provide good continuity.
The total assembly was finally connected to the AT4 Antenna Tuning Unit mounded at the base of
the wind up tower. The coax cable from the Antenna tuning Unit to the console has now been
designated so that it can be connected to the Icom IC-706 Mark II and automatically tuned for
optimum performance.

The Club 70 cm Repeater
The repeater has not been performing to expectations. The coax has been changed to a short length
of low loss cable and the repeater antenna has been raised in height in an attempt to improve it's
performance.
The end result is a very little improvement in performance but there are a number of stations that are
experiencing problems in using the repeater. At times the repeater Ident can be heard noise free but when
triggered, the return signal is very noisy, indicating a poor response from the repeater receiver. Others have
reported that the incoming signal from the repeater is constantly varying.
The latest results have shown a drop off in performance with a noisy signal from the repeater in most instants
when a station tries to trigger the repeater. A suggestion has been made that there may be water in the
antenna or the coax or it is getting interference from a close source.
To prevent further confusion the repeater has been turned off and further investigations are being made.
It is hoped to set up a 70 cm station at the clubhouse and transmission tests made using the existing repeater
antenna and coax to isolate the problem.
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Using a Repeater
Just a few notes about how a repeater functions so that people may be able to understand what is
being heard from the repeater.
It is often heard that the signal from the repeater is S9 plus but the audio is very noisy and in some
cases unreadable.
This condition happens frequently and there is a simple explanation for this condition once a person
understands how a repeater functions.
The first thing to understand that the repeater consists of a Receiver which has it's audio output
connected to the audio input of the Transmitter.
There is usually no adjustment of the audio out of the receiver when connected to the audio input of
the transmitter. There may be a limiter fitted to prevent over driving the audio input to the transmitter.
The important thing to remember is if the receiver receives a low level signal and the audio out of the
receiver is therefore noisy it is then fed into the transmitter resulting in the transmitter output being of
good signal level but with an audio signal unsatisfactory.
The fault is in the poor level of the received signal at the repeater. The repeater simply retransmits
the quality of the received signal at the repeater.
If the Transmitter Ident signal is noise free then the transmitter is performing satisfactorily and
producing a level which is captured with no noise. The Repeater and its antenna is performing
satisfactorily on Transmit.
Degradation of the audio signal heard is therefore a function of a poor signal received by the
Repeater receiver. This could be due to location, path attenuation or low level transmission at the
remote site or loss in the coax cable to the remote 70cm antenna or a poor design of the antenna
Most installations suffer from the loss in the coax. RG213 will work okay at 2 metres but the loss
increases at 70 cms. Keep the cable short or use some low loss coax such as RG9913 or heliax
Over deviation will also result in poor quality of Audio so check on the deviation of the transmission
and the specification of the repeater to ensure that the deviation used is compatible with the repeater.
This condition has been frequently heard when station have been using the Brisbane repeater on
147.000MHz. The up link to the repeater sounds like the audio is very good but the output of the
repeater is distorted due to ever deviation.

Warren Hutton Silent Key
Email from Chris about Warren Hutton VK4WH Tuesday February 5th 2013 Kevin,
Diane, Warren's wife, rang me early this morning. He had a massive stroke and did not recover from
it.
According to Warren's wishes, there will be no funeral service, but a memorial service will be held Diane will be in touch with me with further information.
Diane also wants me to sell Warren's radio gear. I know pretty well what he has, and when the time is
right, I'll make up an inventory and suggest a reasonable dollar figure for each item.
I may seek help from club members to dismantle his mast. I'll talk to Diane about whether it is
reasonable to expect to be able to sell the mast - nothing fancy - or perhaps whether it is best to
donate to BARC. Again, when everything settles down, I'll see where this goes.
Very sad, as I have a weekly sked with Warren on Sunday mornings. If he can't make it, he emails
me. This past Sunday, no email and no Warren, so I guessed he had another "turn" and was
hospitalised. This has happened before. He died in Greenslopes Private Hospital.
Regards, Chris B. VK4YE
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Some Light Humor
As we Silver Surfers know, sometimes we have trouble with our computers.
I had a problem yesterday, so I called Eric, the 11 year old next door,
whose bedroom looks like Mission Control and asked him to come over.
Eric clicked a couple of buttons and solved the problem.
As he was walking away, I called after him, 'So, what was wrong?
He replied, 'It was an ID ten T error.'
I didn't want to appear stupid, but nonetheless inquired ,
'An, ID ten T error? What's that? In case I need to fix it again.'
Eric grinned ... 'Haven't you ever heard of an ID ten T error before?
No, I replied.
Write it down,' he said, 'and I think you'll figure it out.'
So I wrote down: IDIOT

A cat died and went to Heaven.
God met her at the gates and said, 'You have been a good cat all these years. Anything you want is
yours for the asking.'
The cat thought for a minute and then said 'All my life I lived on a farm and slept on hard wooden
floors. I would like a real fluffy pillow to sleep on.'
God said, 'Say no more.'
Instantly the cat had a huge fluffy pillow.
A few days later, six mice were killed in an accident and they all went to Heaven together.
God met the mice at the gates with the same offer that he made to the cat.
The mice said, 'Well, we have had to run all of our lives: from cats, dogs, and even people with
brooms!
If we could just have some little skateboards, we would not have to run again.' God answered, 'It is
done.'
All the mice had beautiful skateboards.
About a week later, God decided to check on the cat. He found her sound asleep on her fluffy pillow..
God gently awakened the cat and asked, 'Is everything okay? How have you been doing? Are you
happy?' The cat replied, 'Oh, it is WONDERFUL. I have never been so happy in my life. The pillow is
so fluffy, and those little Meals on Wheels you have been sending over are delicious!'

Wednesday Night VHF Net
Last Wednesday night the Club net was on 146.550 MHz and a record was set with nine stations
logging in.
VK4BA, VK4TWS, VK4ZR, VK4HRP, VK4FADG, VK4WA, VK4MSL, VK4TNT and VK4ATC
It appears that 2 metre simplex receives the most number of participants. Lets hope that next
Wednesday we can break our record with VK4XK, VK4DS VK4XAK and VK4COZ joining in plus
more of our new members.
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How Much do You know about your fellow Club Members?
Here is a puzzle for you to work out. You will need the latest Club membership list to help
solve the puzzle.
The answer will appear in the next issue of QSP.
Enter the first name of a Club Member in the correct place in the Crossword
The list is on the next Page
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Clues to the Crossword puzzle
Across
2
3
4
7
10
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
22
24

Has an orchard at tamborine
Comes form south Africa
Just got his Foundation Licence VK4FADG
Joined the club late last year just retired from working in the Broadcast area
Has a foundation licence VK4FABN
Club President
Likes IRLP and can be heard early mornings talking to the UK on 2 metres
Life member of the Club used to be a fireman before retiring
loves Cricket. Used to enjoy slow scan TV on a Tuesday evening.
Recently rejoined the Club. Has an explosive callsign.
Not related to Ned or Jim. Retired from a Medical career.
A good brick layer. Lives close to the Club house.
Recently joined the Club. Callsign is VK4NX
Is a Lady as well as an Amateur

Down
1
2
5
6
8
9
11
12
16
17
21
22

Joined the Club last year similar surname to our Secretary shortened first name
Helps out at the Maritime Museum. Used to work for Shipping and Transport
Rides a pushbike and enjoys mobile activity
Been retired for a number of years. Was involved with TV servicing
Latest Club member with a VK2 callsign
Lives in the Jindalee area was very interested it 2.4 GHz
Three members with the same first name. Same name as secretary.
joined during the later time at the Maritime museum. Lives in MtGravatt east.
Can be found at the German Club most weekends entertaining.
has a callsign of VK4DFC
Club Treasurer
Lives on the north side. Enjoys model trains

Some club members missed out having their names in the crossword. Sorry for that.
Realised too later to include them. They were not forgotten just misplaced in the puzzle.
Sorry Jim Ray and Frank Barker

I hope to send out a new Membership list shortly.

New Flash
Les VK4SO was taken to Greenslopes Hospital by Ambulance at 4;00am this
morning. He has been having trouble breathing. He has been getting short of breath
just doing simple things.
His heart has been found to be the source of his problem
He is in room 22 of the Coronary Care Ward. He expects to be there at least one week

